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Parenting: “One of life’s hardest jobs.” 
— Catherine Maurice

“The biggest thing I remember (about becoming 
a parent) is that there was just no transition. You 
hit the ground diapering.” — Paul Reiser  

“When my kids become wild and unruly, I use a 
nice safe playpen. When they’re finished, I climb 
out.” — Erma Bombeck  

“The only thing kids know how to wear out faster 
than shoes are their parents.” — Anonymous 

“Raising kids is part joy and part guerrilla 
warfare.” — Ed Asner



Parents of children with disabilities have 
expanded roles and responsibilities

✦ Caregiver 
✦ Provider 

✦ Teacher 
✦ Counselor 

✦ Behavior support specialist 
✦ Parent to siblings without disabilities 

✦ Information specialist 

✦ Advocate
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ABA Books for Parents



Our talk today will cover
✦ Components of effective contracts 

✦ Examples of family contracts for: 

 Fulfilling household responsibilities 

 Learning a new skill 

 Playing nicely with pets 

 Getting ready for school in the morning 

✦ Types of contracts: 

 Parent-child contract  

 Self-contract 

 Picture contract 

 Home-school contract 

✦ Resources for creating contracts



We’re taking a different approach to teaching parents how to use 
contracting. Instead of step-by-step instructions, we’ll use stories. 



The global power of stories 



Why use stories as a teaching tool?
“A story does what facts and statistics 
never can: it inspires and motivates.  
Expert storytellers translate complex ideas 
into practical examples laced with strong 
emotional connections. The audience 
tunes in because they see themselves 
woven into the story.” 
— Daniel Taylor, The Healing Power of 
Stories (1996)



Why is storytelling so powerful? 
Stories 

✦ connect learners 

✦ have something for everyone 

✦ stick 

Vanessa Boris, Harvard Business Publishing, 2017



This story of one mother’s search for an effective 
treatment for her two children with autism arguably has 
had a greater impact on the demand for behaviorally 
based autism services than any other factor. 

~ Ronnie Detrich

Detrich, R. (2018). Rethinking dissemination: Storytelling as a part of the repertoire. 
Perspectives on Behavior Science, 41(2), 541-549.

ABA’s most powerful story



The cast for today’s stories 



“Game Suspended”













“The Number Problem”







“The Pet Menace”





“By Myself”





The story behind these stories

Project Change, Greenfield, MA

Jill & Bill (c. 1973)



The story behind these stories
✦ Diverse group of parents 

✦ Parent educator’s role 

✦ Parents were successful in changing their 
children’s behavior; especially with contracts. 

✦ How could ABA interventions be made 
available to families not involved in a 
structured program? 

✦ Could a children’s book teach behavior 
contracting to parents?



We found a publisher!
Dick Malott and Don Whaley’s new company, 
Behaviordelia, was pioneering novel ways to teach 
behavior analysis.
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Contracting Research
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“Behavior	contracts	are	
beneficial	for	students	regardless	
of	grade	level,	gender,	or	
disability	status”	(Bowman	et	al.,	
2015).	



✦ Mike Kabler (1976) - three classroom 
teachers used Sign Here to teach self-
management skills to their fourth 
graders.

Sign Here Research



✦ Jim Norman (1977) - parents of children 
with behavior disorders used Sign Here 
to develop contracts that greatly 
reduced disruptions in the home 

✦ Bob Shrewsberry (1977) - 59 families 
wrote and implemented a total of 154 
contracts using Sign Here. The parents 
judged 138 (90%) of those contracts 
successful.

Sign Here Research



1977

Based on this research, 
we developed a manual for 
leaders of parent groups



1979

Our interest in working with parents continued 



1981

A second edition of Sign Here



Exceptional Children, 12th ed. (Pearson, 2022)Involving Parents of Students with Special Needs (Corwin, 2008)



2016

Bucharest International ABA Conference, April, 2016

A Romanian translation



Our Global Partners for Sign Here

Chinese -Yini Liao & Li Wu Czech - Karel Pančocha Filipino - Ian & Kathryn Mendoza

Italian - Giovanni Guazzo Japanese - Sakurako Tanaka & Ayako Tamura Polish - Marta Sierocka-Rogala



Our Global Partners for Sign Here

Romanian - Anca Dumitrescu Russian - Nikolay Alipov

Spanish - Esteban Armendariz & Fernando Armendariz Turkish - Binyamin Birkan



Sign Here gets a gut renovation in 2021!

























































Contract Forms



contractingwithkids.com



Azerbaijani SpanishChinese



Let’s Make a Contract translations

French 
ABA Online

Korean 
ABA Korea Academy

Norwegian 
Tell Forlag

Italian 
Anicia Publishing

Portuguese 
Editora Grupo Método

Romanian 
Autism Voice

Azerbaijani 
Together and Healthy Public Union

Spanish 
ABA España

Turkish 
Tohum Autism Foundation

Polish 
Fundjaca Scolaris



Suggestions 
✦ Connect and partner with parents and families 

✦ Speak plainly, avoid jargon & technical language 

✦ Use meaningful stories in culturally appropriate contexts 

✦ Don’t forget the science



We had never seen such power! The speed and 
magnitude of the effects on children’s behavior in the 
real world of simple adjustments of something so 
ubiquitous as adult attention was astounding. Forty 
years later, social reinforcement (positive attention, 
praise, “catching them being good”) has become the 
core of most American advice and training for 
parents and teachers—making this arguably the most 
influential discovery of modern psychology. 

Risley, T. (2005). Montrose M. Wolf (1935–2004). Journal of Applied Behavior 
Analysis, 38, 279–287.

The power of parents’ 
attention and praise



Thank you!


